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Abstract

Binary decision diagrams (BDDs) can compactly represent ad-hoc n-
ary Boolean constraints. However, there is no generalized arc consistency
(GAC) algorithm which exploit BDDs. For example, the global case

constraint by SICStus Prolog for ad-hoc constraints is designed for non-
Boolean domains. In this paper, we introduce a new GAC algorithm,
bddc, for BDD constraints. Our empirical results demonstrate the advan-
tages of a new BDD-based global constraint – bddc is more efficient both
in terms of memory and time than the case constraint when dealing with
ad-hoc Boolean constraints. This becomes important as the size of the
ad-hoc constraints becomes large.
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Abstract. Binary decision diagrams (BDDs) can compactly rep-
resent ad-hoc n-ary Boolean constraints. However, there is no gen-
eralized arc consistency (GAC) algorithm which exploit BDDs. For
example, the global case constraint by SICStus Prolog for ad-hoc
constraints is designed for non-Boolean domains. In this paper, we
introduce a new GAC algorithm, bddc, for BDD constraints. Our
empirical results demonstrate the advantages of a new BDD-based
global constraint – bddc is more efficient both in terms of mem-
ory and time than the case constraint when dealing with ad-hoc
Boolean constraints. This becomes important as the size of the ad-
hoc constraints becomes large.

1 Introduction
Many real-life combinatorial problems such as scheduling can be
modeled as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). There has
been much attention on global constraints which make use of spe-
cialized consistency algorithms, for example all different or
cumulative. However, relatively less effort has been put into deal-
ing with the ad-hoc (n-ary) constraints.

An ad-hoc n-ary constraint is defined explicitly either as a set of
solutions or alternatively as a set of non-solutions. Obviously these
tuples can be stored in an array or a table [3, 13]. The table con-
straint in ILOG Solver uses such an explicit implementation. A draw-
back of using a table is that the constraint is limited by the number
of (non-)solutions. The problem is that the table size can grow expo-
nentially with the arity of the constraint. This means that table con-
straints are restricted to either tight or loose constraints with moder-
ate arity. In practice, large ad-hoc constraints can also be useful. For
example, Cheng and Yap [7] demonstrate that improving a model for
the Still-Life problem leads to large ad-hoc constraints, e.g. an ad-
hoc constraint with 76 million solutions and 30 variables. Another
drawback is the slow support checking within large tables. While
this can be remedied by means of indexing [14], the additional data
structure inevitably requires extra memory and manipulation effort.

One way to tackle the memory explosion problem is to identify or
extract some arithmetic or symbolic relations from the solution set
(e.g. [6, 10]). Although the final representation is usually more com-
pact, they often need expensive pre-processing and the propagation
on the higher-level representation could be weak.

Another approach is to represent the solution set in some com-
pact data structure and build a tailor-made propagation algorithm (or
combine existing propagators) on top of it (e.g. [1, 2, 8]). The ad-
hoc non-binary case constraint provided by SICStus Prolog [17]
belongs to this category. The case constraint also allows one to
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specify the level of consistency (i.e. GAC or bounds consistency)
to enforce. To use the case constraint, the solutions of the ad-
hoc constraint should be represented as a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) which is recursively defined as follows. A case DAG G =
case(xi, [r1 − G1, . . . , rm − Gm]) defines the finite domain con-
straint

[[G]] ≡
m∨

k=1

(xi ∈ rk ∧ [[Gk]])

where each Gk is a case DAG and ri specifies its bounding in-
terval of integers. Figure 1 depicts the DAG representation of cdag
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Figure 1. A DAG representation of cdag .

with solutions {(x, 1), (y, 3)}, {(x, 2), (y, 3)}, {(x, 2), (y, 4)},
{(x, 3), (y, 1)}, {(x, 3), (y, 2)}, {(x, 3), (y, 4)}, {(x, 3), (y, 5)},
and {(x, 5), (y, 3)}. Each non-terminal node v (denoted by a cir-
cle) represents a variable x. An out-going edge of v has a label r that
represents the constraint x ∈ r. The 1-terminal (in gray box) means
T (true). The details of the consistency algorithm for case are not
available. Beldiceanu [2] mentions that it traverses the case DAG in
a depth-first fashion and updates the variable domains incrementally.

When every variable in a case constraint has a Boolean domain,
the case DAG can also be represented by a binary decision diagram
(BDD) [5]. BDDs are the state of the art representation for propo-
sitional logic in areas such as hardware verification [9]. Because of
the success of BDDs for representing Boolean functions compactly,
several authors have suggested to manipulate constraints with BDDs.
Hawkins et. al. [12] solve CSPs involving set variables with BDDs.
In [18] BDDs are used to represent the solution set in configura-
tion problems. Cheng and Yap [7] show how to construct compact
case constraints with BDDs and modeling with ad-hoc constraints
to enhance propagation efficiency for the Still-Life problem. We con-
jecture BDD is also invaluable to many CSPs such as circuit fault



diagnosis and balanced incomplete block designs2 where Boolean
constraints exist naturally.

Although it is always possible to model an ad-hoc Boolean con-
straint with the case constraint, one would expect a specialized con-
sistency algorithm built on top of a BDD constraint representation
to be more efficient – a simpler data structure and a less expensive
implementation. Consequently, in this paper, we introduce bddc, a
specialized version of case for Boolean domains. Like case, we
choose to also traverse the BDD depth-first. To make this strategy
computationally efficient, we avoid fruitless node visits with two
techniques: ∆-cutoff and good/nogood recording. Roughly speaking,
the former reduces the amount of nodes visited during the traversal
while the latter makes the traversals less frequent. Although nogood
recording [11] is an old technique for pruning the search space dur-
ing search, it has not been applied much to consistency algorithms.
We consider good recording as a generalization of support caching
[15] for binary constraints. Another difference is that, our (no)goods
are shared among identical constraints so that more savings on com-
putation can be achieved.

In the next section we summarize our notations on CSP and BDD.
The bddc algorithm is introduced in Section 3. Details on its imple-
mentation are provided. Section 4 presents and discusses our experi-
mental results. We conclude in the last section.

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we present our terminology and a brief introduction
to binary decision diagrams.

2.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problem
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is a triple P = 〈X,D, C〉,
where X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a set of variables, D = {D1, . . . , Dn}
is a set of domains, and C is a set of constraints.3 Each variable xi

can only take values from its domain Di, which is a set of integers.
A valuation θ is a mapping of variables to integer values, written as
{(x1, d1), . . . , (xk, dk)}. Let vars be the function that returns the
set of (free) variables appearing in a constraint or valuation. A k-ary
constraint c ∈ C on an ordered set of k distinct variables is a subset
of the Cartesian product D1 × · · · ×Dk that restricts the values the
variables in c can take simultaneously. Particularly, if Di = {0, 1}
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then c is a Boolean constraint. The scope of
c is vars(c) and the arity of c is arity(c) = k. We say T (F ) is
the trivially true (false) constraint. A valuation θ satisfies c, a.k.a. a
solution of c, if and only if θ ∈ c. Solving a CSP requires finding
a value for each variable from its domain so that all constraints are
satisfied.

Two constraints c1 and c2 are equivalent, denoted by c1 ≡ c2, if
and only if they define the same relation, i.e. for any valuation θ, we
have θ ∈ c1 ⇐⇒ θ ∈ c2.

A constraint c is consistent if it is not equivalent to F . Otherwise, c
is inconsistent. If c∧ xi = d is consistent for each xi ∈ vars(c) and
for each d ∈ Di, then c is generalized arc consistent (GAC) [3, 16].

2.2 Binary Decision Diagrams
A binary decision diagram (BDD) [5] is a directed acyclic graph
with two terminal nodes: the 0-terminal which means F and the 1-
2 CSPLib: www.csplib.org
3 In this paper we use the terms “a set of constraints” and “a conjunction of

constraints” interchangeably.

terminal which means T . Each non-terminal node u is labeled with
a Boolean variable xi and has two children G1 and G0 which are
BDDs. Let G = bdd(xi, G1, G0) be the BDD rooted at u. Semanti-
cally G represents the Boolean constraint

[[G]] ≡ (xi = 1 ∧ [[G1]]) ∨ (xi = 0 ∧ [[G0]]).

In BDD terms G1 is the 1-successor and G0 is the 0-successor of u.
We call [[G]] a BDD constraint (defined by G). For brevity, we write
G instead of [[G]] when its meaning is clear. Figure 2 depicts a BDD
which defines the Boolean constraint (x1 = 1 ∧ x3 = 0) ∨ (x1 =
0 ∧ x2 = 1 ∧ x3 = 0). The solutions are {(x1, 1), (x2, 0), (x3, 0)},
{(x1, 1), (x2, 1), (x3, 0)} and {(x1, 0), (x2, 1), (x3, 0)}. The solid
and the dotted out-going arrows from a node (in circle) point to its 1
and 0-successors respectively. The terminal nodes are drawn as gray
boxes. Note that for defining a BDD constraint the presence of the
0-terminal is optional (as for the case constraint).

0 1

x1

x2

x3

Figure 2. An example BDD.

A BDD constraint, bddc, is any BDD G = bdd(xi, G1, G0) that
defines a Boolean constraint on variables xi, . . . , xk where 1 ≤ i ≤
k. G0 and G1 are either the 0-terminal, the 1-terminal (when i = k),
or a BDD G′ = bdd(xj , G

′
1, G

′
0) where i < j ≤ k. To ease the

presentation and implementation, we require j = i + 1, i.e. any path
from the root of G to the 1-terminal corresponds to a solution of [[G]].

3 Maintaining GAC on a BDD Constraint
We now present the bddc algorithm which enforces GAC on a BDD
constraint. The pseudo-code is given in Figure 3. The input is a
BDD (constraint) G. The recursive call bddc_r (line 3) traverses
G in a depth-first manner and creates the new domains of the vari-
ables in vars(G). If G is inconsistent, bddc_r returns F and the
solver backtracks (line 5). Otherwise, the domains of the variables
are updated (line 7) to make G GAC. Good/nogood recording is
implemented so that the expensive bddc_r is less frequently exe-
cuted. Let θ be the current valuation of the subset of the variables
in vars(G). If bddc_r detects G is inconsistent, θ is inserted to
cache as a nogood (line 4). On the other hand, if the new and the
current domains are the same for every xi ∈ vars(G), θ is added
to cache as a good (line 6) to avoid future consistency checks since
the constraint is already GAC with those domains. The cache allows
any subsequent call of bddc with the same θ, to either immediately
trigger a backtrack if G is inconsistent (line 1) or just quit if G is
already GAC (line 2).

Figure 4 gives the pseudo-code of bddc_r. It works as follows.
Let G = bdd(xi, G1, G0). Recall that G defines the Boolean con-
straint

G ≡ (xi = 1 ∧G1) ∨ (xi = 0 ∧G0).
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bddc(G)
begin

θ := the valuation of variables in vars(G)
if cache[θ] = F then fail // θ is a nogood1
if cache[θ] = T then return // θ is a good2
visited := ∅ // the set of visited nodes in G
foreach xi ∈ vars(G) do

D′
i := ∅ // init the new domain of xi

// invariant: D′
i = Di for all i ≥ ∆

// where Di is the current domain of xi

∆ := arity(G) + 1
ret := bddc_r(G) // traverse G to find D′

is3
if ret = F then

// G is inconsistent
cache[θ] := F // nogood-recording4
fail // (solver) backtracks5

else
// G is generalized arc consistent
if ∆ = 1 then

// Di = D′
i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ arity(G)

cache[θ] := T // good-recording6

else
foreach xi ∈ vars(G) where D′

i 6= Di do7
xi ∈ D′

i // update the domain of xi

end

Figure 3. Pseudo-code of bddc.

By induction, we can enforce GAC on G by enforcing GAC on Gd

(via the recursive call of bddc_r at line 9) for each d in the current
domain Di of xi. If Gd is consistent, d is added to the new domain
D′

i of xi (line 10) and bddc_r returns T . In the case there is no con-
sistent successor, G is inconsistent and bddc_r returns F . Finally,
G is inserted to the cache visited if it is consistent (line 12) and
to the cache pruned if it is not (line 13). These guarantee bddc_r
visits every node in G at most once. To make bddc incremental,
pruned is not reset to empty at each call of bddc. This is because if
G is inconsistent, it remains inconsistent when even more variables
are assigned. By similar arguments, visited must be zeroed initially.

More work can be saved by using the following optimization
which we call ∆-cutoff. It utilizes the invariant (line 11)

D′
j = Dj ∀j ≥ ∆

Thus, the call of bddc_r(Gd) can be omitted whenever i ≥ ∆ and
G1−d is consistent (line 8). This is because G must then be consistent
and all D′

js (j ≥ i) are already “saturated” (namely, e ∈ Dj ⇐⇒
e ∈ D′

j) and, by construction, they never shrink (i.e. once a value is
put into D′

j , it will never be removed in subsequent recursive calls).
By induction on the input BDD constraint G, it is straightforward

to show the following:

Theorem 1 The bddc algorithm is sound, complete and always ter-
minates.

We now analyze the memory requirement for bddc. Consider the
representation of the input BDD constraint G. Since G is static, we
store its nodes in a fixed n × 2 array (bdd) where n is the num-
ber of nodes in G. Then bdd[u] refers to the BDD rooted at the

bddc_r(G)
begin

if G is the 0-terminal then return F
if G is the 1-terminal then return T
if G ∈ pruned then return F // G is inconsistent
if G ∈ visited then return T // G is GAC
let G = bdd(xi, G1, G0)
// recall G ≡ (xi = 1 ∧G1) ∨ (xi = 0 ∧G0)
ok1 := F // assume G1 is inconsistent
ok0 := F // assume G0 is inconsistent
foreach d ∈ Di (the current domain of xi) do

if ok1−d ≡ T and i ≥ ∆ then8
// G1−d is consistent (so is G)
// also, the old and the new domains
// of xj (j ≥ i) are the equal
break

// otherwise, traverse Gd recursively
okd := bddc_r(Gd)9
if okd ≡ T then

// Gd is consistent
// add d to the new domain of xi

D′
i := D′

i ∪ {d}10
if i = ∆− 1 and Di = D′

i then11
∆ := ∆− 1 // update the invariant

if ok0 ≡ T ∨ ok1 ≡ T then
// G is visited and G is consistent
visited := visited ∪ {G}12
return T

else
// G is inconsistent
pruned := pruned ∪ {G}13
return F

end

Figure 4. Pseudo-code of bddc_r.

node u (represented as an integer) and bdd[u][d] points to the d-
successor of u. The size of the array is 2ndlog2 ne bits, where dxe
is the smallest integer larger than x.

The caches visited and pruned are represented as bit vectors of
length n. The u-th bit is set to 1 if and only if the BDD rooted at u is
in the cache. Note that bddc will be invoked at most k = arity(G)
times, whenever a variable in its scope is instantiated. For trailing
purpose, the call of bddc at time t must make its copy of pruned
updated at time t − 1. As a result, there will be up to k copies of
pruned, and at most (k + 1)n bits are required for the two caches.

We implement cache as a hash table of fixed size h (i.e. no colli-
sion resolution). A (no)good θ is encoded as two bit vectors, namely
α0 and α1, of length k. The i-th bit of αd is set to 1 if and only if
(xi, d) ∈ θ. Another 1 bit is used to identify whether θ is a good or
a nogood. The size of cache is therefore (2k + 1)h bits.

Often a CSP consists of several identical constraints on different
variables. For example, it is common to have a disequality constraint
between every two variables. Since a BDD constraint could be ex-
ponentially large, it is especially advantageous to let them share as
many data structures as possible. In our implementation of bddc,
besides the obvious bdd (which is static) and visited (which is ba-
sically a local variable), cache is also shared. This is correct because
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the encoded valuations are variable independent. The shared cache is
actually more powerful. It can cut down more fruitless computations
– a (no)good detected by one constraint can be reused by all other
identical constraints. Theorem 2 summarizes the memory usage:

Theorem 2 Suppose there are m identical k-ary Boolean con-
straints defined by a BDD G with n nodes, and assume there are
h slots in cache. The overall memory requirement for the m con-
straints is Θ((2dlog2 ne+ 1 + mk)n + (2k + 1)h) bits.

Note that the (2k + 1)h bits are needed only when good/nogood
recording is enabled, and less memory can be used if we restrict the
arity of (no)goods. Actually, the memory requirement for bddc are
rather low. The alternative of representing the s solutions in a table
alone uses at least sk bits and we would expect when BDDs are ap-
plicable that s À n. Extra memory is necessary for trailing.

4 Experimental Results
In this section, we report the runtime performance and memory usage
of bddc. We used SICStus Prolog 3.12.3 [17] as our experimental
and evaluation platform because it is the only constraint system with
an implementation of the case global constraint. It would not be fair
to compare with a more explicit ad-hoc constraint representation like
table simply due to the space and time overheads of large tables.
The case constraint in SICStus Prolog being a generalized version
of bddc serves as a more meaningful benchmark.

Our implementation of the bddc solver is in C and uses the built-
in global constraint APIs as well as the C–Prolog interface in SICStus
Prolog. Experiments were run on a PC running Windows XP, with a
P4 2.6 GHz CPU and 1 GB physical memory.

We have experimented with two sets of benchmarks of 25 in-
stances each. One set contains many small BDD constraints (BDD
size ≈ 3K) while the other is the opposite; large BDD constraints
(BDD size ≈ 22K) but fewer constraints. Thus, the intention is to
investigate the performance of bddc with respect to the two major
scaling factors: the number of constraints and the size of an ad-hoc
constraint.4 An instance in the benchmark is described using the no-
tation, (v, m, k, p), which denotes a problem with v Boolean vari-
ables and m copies of a random k-ary BDD constraint on different
(randomly chosen) subset of variables. The tightness p means the
BDD constraint has about (1− p

100
)×2k solutions. The values of m

and p were chosen by trial-and-error such that each benchmark has
both satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances, and the instances are nei-
ther too simple nor too difficult to solve. The BDD is generated in a
depth-first, post-order manner where identical sub-BDDs are merged
and the terminal nodes are chosen randomly based on p.

To compare the efficiency of the bddc solver, it is neces-
sary to take into account the instantiation order from different
search/labeling strategies. Intuitively, as we will see, one would
expect a difference between a top-down and bottom-up search
strategy. We have evaluated the following four instantiation or-
derings (ord) on a bddc constraint as follows. Top-down (TD)
means the natural, bddc lexicographic order. Bottom-up (BU ) is
the reverse of TD. Zip-zap (ZZ) interleaves TD and BU (i.e.
x1, xk, x2, xk−1, . . . , x k

2
). Middle-out (MD) reverses ZZ.

Table 1 gives the results on the first benchmark (21, 2713, 15, 79)
with many small bddc constraints. The figures given are the mean

4 Our CSP instances have significantly more constraints than the ones used
in a recent paper [14] about the ILOG table constraint. The arity and the
size of the constraints in the two papers are comparable.

of the results obtained over the 25 instances. Each instance has 2713
identical 15-ary BDD constraints with 3576 nodes on average. The
column t (in seconds) gives the search time5 for a solution of an
instance, when the BDD constraints are implemented with bddc.
The column n̄ lists the average number of nodes visited during a
BDD traversal. This can be computed as

n̄ =
total number of bddc_r called during search

total number of bddc called during search
.

The last column gives the search time when case is used instead. We
highlight the fastest execution time in bold. The search times given
here do not include the time for initialization. On average case
takes 4.8 seconds to initialize in the first benchmark (with small
BDDs) and 14.5 seconds in the second one (with large BDDs). In
both tests, bddc builds its own data structures within 1 second. The
number of backtracks is given in the column bt. During search the
zero branch (i.e. xi = 0) is always explored first. We experimented
with three variations of bddc as follows. DF is a basic depth-first
algorithm which does not have the good/nogood recording nor ∆-
cutoff. DF + ∆ uses only ∆-cutoff. DF + ∆ + c is the full version
of bddc as in Figures 3 and 4. There are 220 slots in cache. Each
cache entry is defined as unsigned long long (8 bytes) and
hence the memory used for cache is 8 MB.

DF +∆ +∆ + c
ord bt t n̄ t n̄ t n̄ case

TD 2131 77.2 111.5 45.9 36.5 24.5 0.3 90.8
BU 2144 298.9 681.9 81.2 129.4 25.0 1.2 236.5
ZZ 2150 171.6 323.4 61.7 68.8 26.0 0.9 141.7

MO 1503 102.5 280.9 43.9 68.4 18.2 1.0 118.1

Table 1. Experimental results on (21, 2713, 15, 79).

Our first observation is that, to enforce (restore) GAC on a BDD
constraint after a variable assignment, on average DF visits only
111.5 nodes when the variables are assigned top-down, but 681.9
nodes when the labeling is done bottom-up. Notice that n̄ is inde-
pendent to the exact search tree because bddc is called only at each
node of the search tree and by definition n̄ is the average number
of bddc_r invoked in a bddc call. As a result, despite the number
of backtracks under TD and BU which are more or less equal, the
search is 2.9 times slower under BU since BU leads to more nodes
visited.

The explanation for the variations in n̄ is as follows. When the
variables are assigned top-down, the BDD shrinks (implicitly) and
by definition, the valuation leads to the 0-terminal if the constraint is
inconsistent. Consequently DF can detect inconsistency or enforce
GAC within a few node visits. On the other hand, under the bottom-
up labeling order, DF must then traverse a large (upper) part of the
BDD to reach the assigned variables at the bottom; also, the BDD
does not necessarily reduce in size with the number of assigned vari-
ables. We can see that TD and BU correspond respectively to the
best and the worst scenarios for DF . For similar reason, DF visits
less nodes under MO than ZZ. Compared with case, DF is faster
under TD and MO but slower under BU and ZZ.

Given that ad-hoc constraints may be rather large, memory usage
may actually be a more relevant factor than solver efficiency. Here,

5 Time was reported by the built-in predicate statistics with parameter
runtime.
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we can see the effect of the specialized bddc on memory usage. On
average bddc uses 32.5 MB while the average memory usage for
case is 728.3 MB.6 Note that in both cases, we are already exploit-
ing the use of a directed acyclic graph representation, and the differ-
ence shows the contrast between bddc and case. We also see that
for case, the memory usage is getting close to the maximum physi-
cal memory on our PC. In other words, the benchmark size seems to
be nearing the limits of case.

∆-cutoff drastically reduces the computation effort of bddc.
DF + ∆ visits only 19 (BU ) to 33 (TD) percent of nodes visited
by DF . It is particularly effective when the variables are assigned
bottom-up since there is a higher chance to “saturate” the domains of
the (instantiated) variables at the bottom and push up the cutoff level
(∆). This makes DF + ∆ up to 2.7 times faster than DF .

Since there are 2713 identical BDD constraints in an instance, the
use of good/nogood recording is expected to cut down the amount
of wasteful work by a huge margin. Our empirical results show that,
every call of DF + ∆ + c visits up to 1.2 nodes on average. In
the case of TD, it is just 0.3 node on average. The cache usage is
very effective with up to 43000 cache slots filled and a cache hit
rate of around 99 percent. As a consequence, representing the BDD
constraints with bddc instead of case speeds up the search by 2 to
9 fold approximately. There is a dramatic improvement in the time
for BU which speeds up about 12 fold. Thus, caching is important
in making the bddc solver more robust – the execution time is now
fairly independent of the labeling order.

The results on the second benchmark (21, 133, 18, 78) with fewer
but larger constraints are summarized in Table 2. There are 133 iden-
tical BDD constraints. The arity is now increased to 18 and each
BDD constraint has 22575 nodes on average. The memory usage for
case is 166.8 MB and that for bddc is 30.4 MB.

DF +∆ +∆ + c
ord bt t n̄ t n̄ t n̄ case

TD 17768 43.1 81.6 31.3 33.7 11.2 1.8 53.7
BU 16379 155.0 651.8 54.7 160.2 12.3 10.9 217.7
ZZ 16670 91.5 310.2 40.6 82.5 12.1 7.4 99.3

MO 14657 67.7 242.4 37.3 77.0 11.5 6.5 98.9

Table 2. Experimental results on (21, 133, 18, 78).

Although the statistics in the two benchmarks share similar pat-
terns, there are two subtle differences. First, ∆-cutoff is slightly less
effective in the second benchmark. This is because when the arity
is large, the cutoff level becomes relatively low, even if the absolute
value is unchanged. Second, as the instances are more difficult to
solve (i.e. more backtracks) and there are less identical constraints,
the efficiency of good/nogood recording degrades. Our cache log re-
ports up to 151114 slots are filled and the cache hit rate is more or
less 90%. On the other hand, bddc scales well. The full version is
about 4 to 17 times faster than case. Now even the naive DF out-
performs case. Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of the full
bddc algorithm in terms of runtime and memory.

6 The memory used by SICStus Prolog was measured by statistics
with parameter memory. For bddc, the memory allocated in C was cal-
culated based on Theorem 2, except that in actual the implementation uses
unsigned long bdd[][] and unsigned long long cache[].

5 Concluding Remarks
We have proposed a new algorithm, bddc, which enforces GAC on
ad-hoc n-ary Boolean constraint defined in a BDD. Our experimental
results show bddc always outperforms case in terms of memory
usage and computation efficiency. This justifies the need for a tailor-
made GAC algorithm on BDD constraint particularly as the size of
the ad-hoc constraint becomes large.

The implementation techniques we have presented in this paper
are not restricted to bddc – ∆-cutoff can as well be used to prune
unnecessary node visits during the traversal of a case DAG; also, as
suggested in [15], caching should be helpful for arbitrary consistency
algorithms, especially for the computationally expensive ones.

One unaddressed issue is to enforce GAC on a conjunction of
(BDD) constraints (e.g. [4]). Working on ad-hoc constraints directly
opens up new possibilities to tackle this problem, for example, by
combining several constraints into a single one (e.g. [7]). We also
plan to investigate the more general non-boolean case.
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